
From April 17 to June 14 2014, MUSEO PECCI MILANO, a detached segment of the Centro 
per l'arte contemporanea Luigi Pecci di Prato (Center for contemporary arts Luigi Pecci di 
Prato) and Spazioborgogno present a new exhibition project of Marco Gastini: POLIFONIE, 
composed together by the artist as a summary of his research divided by an unedited journey in 
four parts, through four different installations carried out between1977 and 2011.

Otto Pezzi ”Eight Pieces” (1977) is the first “chapter” of the combinations of the artworks of distinct 
periods proposed in this exhibition: a series of eight canvases of various measurements painted 
with the mother-of-pearl, in which surfaces emerge irregular signs of carbon, seismographic 
frequencies of brush technique actions brought inside the limits of the framework after leaving the 
wall, at the end of the 60’s  and in the early 70’s. The sub-movement of the eight canvases in 
which it’s composed echoes to the marked signs of this artwork, spaced along the wall in  
according to a time related and space related rhythmic sequence. Aside from the painted traces, 
the order of the canvases itself triggers the impression of movement on the wall.

The artwork has been presented at John Weber Gallery in New York in Gastini’s personal estate 
the following year after his participation at the XXXVIII Biennale di Venezia (1976), wherein he 
proposed “works obtained by a group, orchestrated, by a single unit” painting technique, prior to a 
magmatic and churning densification of materials and elements like stones, carbons wood or glass 
dragged into a flow of painting on a surface, in a continuous tension like wanting to extend the 
physical presence of the piece on the exposition space and in the time of the visit.

(In)sinfonia “(In)symphony” (1987) is an emblematic piece of passage, finished by Gastini in the 
80’s, from the analysis on the “painting space” to the harmony  of the tension between plastic and 
painting “signs” inserted in the painting. Here, every piece is fixed, imprisoned in the weave of 
the wooden crates that composes the background like mosaic tiles or videowall screen united to 
form a complete image, underlined by wood and iron fragments that they contain. Equals to the 
parenthesis inserted on the title.
The chromatic contrast between flashes of light and zones of intense darkness, among the sensual 
pink that dominates the composition and the deep black that attacks and contaminates it, reiterates 
the dialectic dimension among the physical space, terrain and an abstract place, mental of the 
pictorial research of Gastini.

This too was exposed in John Weber Gallery in New York in a new exhibit in 1988, then piece 
belongs to a period in which the artist the tautology in the titles for associating the conception and 
perception of the work in synesthetic dimensions like “La voce dei segni (Voices of signs)” (1988, 
presented by John Weber) or to time conditions like …e finire è incominciare(…and finishing is 
starting), (1985-86, a gift of Wolfgang Wassermann to Centro Pecci).

Partitura per otto tempi “Score for eight times”(1998) is a monumental wall installation made in 
occasion for the personal entitled Il respiro, l’aria, la luce(The breath, the air, the light) at the 
Orangerie im Schlosspark Belvedere at Weimar in 1998: A huge music sheet crossed by paintings 
plastically distributed on a long wall just like on a pentagram, enunciated spatially by thin patterns 
of caps on reinforcing bars welded and disposed in a time beat, to work as a rhythmic reference for  
an improvised symphony executed in front of the artwork.
In Gastini’s opinion “marks, traces gesture of constructing, shortages, around them they attract 
other signs, just like a concentration center, creating a magnetic field in which the sign gives and 
regenerates energy contemporarily”.
Reproposed at the Lenbachhaus di Monaco di Baviera in 2001, the artwork pulls over the painting 
field at the importance of sculpture, extending itself on the surface and in the space. The same 
goes with the piece Senza titolo “Untitled” (1997-98) acquired by Centro Pecci loaned by the 
Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Prato, where the paintings fragmentizes on huge canvases and 
on glass settling themselves around a circle of caps on reinforcing bars, in the act of expansion.



Terra cantata “Land sung”(2011) is the final counterpoint of the exhibit, an artwork presented in 
the personal Miraggi e riflessi (Mirages and reflections)at Specchia (Lecce), in the summer of 
2011,. Five touches of earth, cloth and glass placed on the center of a wall: in this Gastini’s work 
the proposed relationship is not anymore between the signs and the matter, the painting and the 
wall, but between the earth and the sky, the ’I’ and everything, now and always. The reference is 
on the myth, without time, evoked on the title of the piece.


